Same-sign lepton collisions in the TeV energy range may well have the unique capability to search for clear signals for the exchange of heavy Majorana neutrinos. Lepton-avorviolating transitions e ? e ? ! W ? W ? can thus contribute to the understanding of two unsolved riddles in particle physics: the neutrino mass problem and the question of the Dirac or Majorana character of heavy neutrinos. This search is not similarly accessible to such e ects as neutrinoless double beta decay. The resulting experimental signatures are hard to miss.
The continued absence of an understanding why the three known neutrino avors correspond to very small mass eigenstates, together with the need to embed our Standard Model low-energy phenomenology into a higher symmetry scheme, motivate us to look for evidence that might serve both purposes. In this letter, we will argue that it is natural to postulate the existence of at least two \heavy" neutrino avors (of mass > 1TeV) and that there is an experimental scheme which is most likely the cleanest | if not the only | one that will permit us to prove their existence with experimental means presently in the planning stage.
Let us set the framework of our discussion by de ning our lepton avor scheme in terms of the left-handed elds 
Such a multiplet arises naturally within a broad class of models, such as, e.g., a primary unifying gauge group out of the chain E6 ! SO10 ! , with three families of 27 representations of E6. We assume the breakdown of gauge invariance to generate the primary heavy neutrino avor, of which we concentrate on the two least massive ones N 1 N 2 with masses M 1;2 , in addition to the three light ones. There will be nontrivial mixing between light and heavy avors. This scenario leads to a general bound for the largest of the invariant mixing angles between light and heavy avors. 
For exact or approximate Dirac degeneracy, M 1 ; M 2 are exactly or approximately equal. They are independent of the mixing angle in eq. (2), but are determined by the extended neutrino sector denoted by the dots in eq. (1), incorporating the appropriate version of the so called sea-saw mechanism. m ( ) t denotes a mixing mass, the equivalent of the top quark mass, which has been appropriately reduced, on the level of Yukawa couplings, to the neutrino sector. The crucial property of this mass scale is that it is independent of the heavy neutrino masses M 1 ; .
We estimate m 
is precluded. The unique process, which satis es these criteria is the two-electron (or two like-sign muon) reactioǹ
in the energy regime speci ed in eq. (4). The double electron reaction has been studied extensively before, mostly in the framework of left-right symmetric models. 3;4;5 We wish to point out here the characteristic features, which can be traced back to a heavy neutrino avor, that is exchanged in the crossed channel. First, there is the behaviour of the cross section 
In eq. (7) h`;`= e; ; denote three Yukawa couplings at the primary level, The overall strength of the Yukawa couplings jhj can well be of O (:1 ? 1) . It determines together with the directional cosines j `j the absolute cross section for the reactions in eq. (6) .
The characteristic rise, displayed by the factor ? s=M 2 2 , signals the onset of a hard process, governed by the lowest dimension of the e ective Hamiltonian mediating the reaction at low energies, which is mass to the seventh power.
In addition to this characteristic energy dependence, the spectacular decay channels for the W W system should provide crucial assistance for singling out process (6) : back-to-back decays into the decay channels (8) where the jets reconstruct to W masses. These signals cannot be missed by a good detector. Their signatures stand out from essentially all reactions of the Standard Model and its minimal extensions. 7 The masses of light neutrino avors are systematically suppressed by the mixing with the heavy ones N 1 ; N 2 ; , with the mixing energy O(m ( ) t ) much smaller than the energy di erence bridged. 8;9 Their contributions to reaction (6) show no energy dependence in the kinematic regime considered (4), and are excluded by present limits on light neutrino masses.
Neutrinoless double beta decay is the most sensitive domain for the e ects due to Majorana masses of light neutrino avors. It is also sensitive to contributions from heavy ones, but the distinction between light and heavy contributions can become apparent only through a systematic comparison of decays involving various nuclei 
In eq. (10), the quantities U ; U N symbolise complex mixing angles, and m ; M N stand for light and heavy Majorana masses of neutrinos mediating the decay.x uu dd denotes the relative position operator, which monitors the transition amplitude of two d-quarks in the mother nucleus (A; Z) to two u-quarks in the daughter nucleus (A; Z + 2). In eq. (10) we consider the case of double e ? decay for de niteness. 10 Obviously, for one decay only, no distinction between light and heavy contributions is possible.
It has been pointed out 11 that similar restriction apply to all low-energy processes that are sensitive | in variable degrees | to these e ects, such as ! e + ; 3e 
Conclusions
In an enveloping framework of uni ed interactions, operative upon breakdown of gauge symmetry at the uni cation scale M GUT 10 16 GeV, the generation of light neutrino masses | if any | and of lepton avor violation nds its root in heavy neutrino avors as illustrated in eq. (1).
Their lowest two masses, M 1 ; M 2 , are constrained to lie above the band 1{10 TeV. It is therefore logical to search for direct signatures of these heavy avors, as distinct from indirect ones transmitted to the light ones, including notably neutrino oscillations.
In the energy regime m W p s M 1 (eq. 4), the lepton-avor-violating reaction e ? e ? ! W ? W ? (eq. 6) stands out through its unique signatures and clear interpretability. Recently developed ideas for high energy muon colliders, if proven feasible for like-sign incoming muon pairs, could enrich this capability through potentially selective access to a di erent mixing to heavy N avors, with equally spectacular nal states.
The crucial ratio p s=M 1 < 1 and the lepton mixing parameters `w ill alone determine the success of these searches.
The next generation of lepton colliders, operated in a like-sign initial charge mode, has a unique chance to reveal rst indications of heavy-avored neutrinos prior to their discovery through direct production, which has to wait for the attainment of energies well beyond present accessibility.
